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What Rising Rates Could Mean for Your Money

The FOMC raises the
federal funds rate in an
effort to slow the
economy and hold back
inflation, which can rise
rapidly when an economy
grows too quickly.

After years of keeping the benchmark federal funds
rate at historic lows, the Federal Reserve has been
raising it gradually. Near-zero rates were an
emergency measure, and gradual increases reflect
greater confidence in the U.S. economy. However,
rising rates can affect you as a consumer and
investor.

has picked up, with three increases in 2017 and
further increases in 2018.

What is the federal funds rate?

The FOMC began to raise the funds rate while
inflation was still under 2% because it believed that
the employment situation was strong enough to begin
the transition from emergency measures toward a
more "normal" interest rate environment. Since then,
inflation has moved closer to the Fed's target, and
raising the federal funds rate helps to guard against
inflation rising too quickly in the future.

The federal funds rate is the interest rate at which
banks lend funds to each other overnight to maintain
legally required reserves. It applies only to funds that
stay on deposit within the Federal Reserve System.
The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) sets a
target range for the funds rate, usually a 0.25%
spread, and then sets two specific rates that act as a
floor and a ceiling to push the funds rate into that
target range. The rate may vary slightly from day to
day, but it generally stays within the target range.
Although the federal funds rate is an internal rate
within the Federal Reserve System, it serves as a
benchmark for many short-term rates set by banks
and can influence longer-term rates as well.

Why does the Fed adjust the federal
funds rate?
The Federal Reserve and the FOMC operate under a
dual mandate to conduct monetary policies that foster
maximum employment and price stability. Adjusting
the federal funds rate is one way the central bank can
influence economic growth and inflation.
In December 2008, the heart of the recession, the
FOMC dropped the federal funds rate to a 0.00% to
0.25% range in an effort to stimulate the economy
and generate job growth. Because the economic
recovery was slow and inflation remained low, the
rate remained at this historic low until December
2015, when the FOMC raised the target range by
0.25%. The next 0.25% increase came in December
2016. As the economy has strengthened, the pace

The FOMC raises the federal funds rate in an effort to
slow the economy and hold back inflation, which can
rise rapidly when an economy grows too quickly. The
Fed has set a 2% annual inflation goal as consistent
with healthy economic growth.

How will consumer interest rates be
affected?
The prime rate, which commercial banks charge their
best customers, is typically tied directly to the federal
funds rate. Though actual rates can vary widely,
small-business loans, adjustable rate mortgages,
home equity lines of credit, auto loans, credit cards,
and other forms of consumer credit are often linked to
the prime rate, so the rates on these types of loans
typically increase with the federal funds rate. Fed rate
hikes might also put upward pressure on interest
rates for new fixed rate home mortgages, but these
rates are not tied directly to the federal funds rate or
the prime rate.
Although rising interest rates make it more expensive
for consumers and businesses to borrow, retirees and
others who seek income could eventually benefit from
higher yields on savings accounts and CDs. However,
banks have been faster to raise rates charged on
loans than to raise rates paid on deposits. This may
change as rates continue to rise and the economy
continues to improve. Theoretically, the "tipping point"
for savers will come when banks have to compete for
deposits in order to meet higher demand for loans.
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What about investors?
Interest rate changes can have broad effects on
investments, but the impact tends to be more
pronounced in the short term as markets adjust to the
new level.

Investment funds are
sold by prospectus.
Please consider the
fund's objectives, risks,
charges, and expenses
carefully before
investing. The
prospectus, which
contains this and other
information about the
investment company, can
be obtained from your
financial professional. Be
sure to read the
prospectus carefully
before deciding whether
to invest.

When interest rates rise, the value of existing bonds
typically falls. Put simply, investors would prefer a
newer bond paying a higher interest rate than an
existing bond paying a lower rate. Longer-term bonds
tend to fluctuate more than those with shorter
maturities because investors may be reluctant to tie
up their money for an extended period if they
anticipate higher yields in the future.
Bonds redeemed prior to maturity may be worth more
or less than their original value, but when a bond is
held to maturity, the bond owner would receive the
face value and interest, unless the issuer defaults.
Thus, rising interest rates should not affect the return
on a bond you hold to maturity, but may affect the
price of a bond you want to sell on the secondary
market before it reaches maturity.
Bond funds are subject to the same inflation, interest
rate, and credit risks associated with their underlying
bonds. Thus, falling bond prices due to rising rates
can adversely affect a bond fund's performance.
However, as underlying bonds mature and are

replaced by higher-yielding bonds within a rising
interest rate environment, the fund's yield and/or
share value could potentially increase over the long
term.
Equities may also be affected by rising rates, though
not as directly as bonds. Stock prices are closely tied
to earnings growth, so many corporations stand to
benefit from a more robust economy. On the other
hand, companies that rely on heavy borrowing will
likely face higher costs going forward, which could
affect their bottom lines.
The broader market may react when the Fed
announces a decision to raise rates or not to raise
rates, but any reaction is typically temporary.
Fundamentally, what matters is how the economy
performs as interest rates adjust. As always, it's
important to maintain a long-term perspective and
make sound investment decisions based on your own
financial goals, time horizon, and risk tolerance.
The FDIC insures CDs and bank savings accounts,
which generally provide a fixed rate of return, up to
$250,000 per depositor, per insured institution. The
return and principal value of stocks and investment
funds fluctuate with market conditions. Shares, when
sold, may be worth more or less than their original
cost.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
Any advice in this communication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used by a client or any other person or entity for the
purpose of: (I) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or; (II) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any
matters addressed herein. The information contained herein is of a general nature and in not intended to address the circumstances of any
particular individual or entity. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information
is accurate as of the date received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate
professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
All investment advisory services are offered through Dynamic Wealth Advisors.
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